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DOUBLE DACTYLS
by Joe R. Christopher
(You will find an explanation of this form of poetry
after these seven examples, included because you'll
probably want to try your hand at writing some yourself!)
I. According to Robert Browning
'Thuselah! 'Thuselah!
Rabbi Ben Ezra says,
"Aging along with me,
reaching the best!
"Hyperacidity,
Hyperaesthesia,
Hypersenility-All with a zest! "

ti. Berenice, Morella, ligeia, My Muse!
Dental-floss! dental-plate!
Joseph R. Christopher
wrote a fine essay on
Edgar A. Poe,
proving his fancy was
odi-denticulate,
smiling vampirishly,
toothies aglow.

Ill. A Meditation on the Interruption of Meditation
Telegraph! Telephone!
"Intercommunicate!"
was the command of one
A. Graham Bell
(pity he never said
"tntracommunicate ! ")-striking of silence the
jangeling knell.

IV. The Way of Coinherence
Oxpecker! Oxpecker!
Bird on rhinoceros
picking at parasites,
ticking off ticks--
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for symbiosis is
biodependency,
or, as Charles Williams said,
coinherix!

V. A Simple Riddle
Melamines! Urethanes!
Hyatt made celluloid-cellulose acetate,
silicones came!
Now we are shaping them
biodegradable:
riddle me rayons and
nylons by name!

VI. Satyrs Are So Hurried
Narnian! Smarnian!
"Lucy of Pevensie,"
Tum nus the Satyr said,
"Come to my cave I"
"Tea I will offer you,
Biscuits and crumpets too;
Hypererotical ly
We'll misbehave!"

VII. Mythopoetics
lnkeling! Pinkeling!
Clive Staples Lewis wrote
Owen A. Barfield once,
"Meaning no sass-"Needed: a noun for all
Mythopoeticals-' Pseudoinveti ngs,' or
maybe mere ·gas'?"

n early October 1951 Anthony Hecht and Paul PasIfollowing
cal worked out the rules of this form of light verse,
a suggestion of Naomi Pascal The basic information is given in Jiggery-Pokery: A Compendium
of Double Dactyles, edited by Anthony Hecht and
John Hollander (New York: Atheneum, 1967), which
is the vade mecum of double-dactyl writers. The rules
consist of these:
A. The verse form consists of "two quatrains, of which
the last line of the first rhymes with the last line of the
second: (Jiggery-Pokery, pg. 27). The other lines are
(usually) unrhymed. The first three lines of each

quatrain consist of two dactyls (DA-da-da DA-da-da),
when the name of the form. The fourth line of each
quatrain consists of a single dactyl followed by a
stressed monosyllabic foot (DA-da-da DA). In all but
one example in Jiggery-Pokery, each line begins with
a capital; the author of the following dactyls is eclectic.

a. A title is usually given to each double dactyl. In Jiggery-Pokery, all those accepted into the canon
receive titles; those quoted in footnotes do not.
· C. The first line of the quatrain consists of a nonsense
refrain. That used most often in Jiggery-Pokery is
"Higgledy-piggledy";
but "Patty- cake, patty-cake"
and "Pocketa, pocketa" are each used once. "JiggeryPokery" is not used at all. A few times the first line
consists of words which are thematically significant
(like those used above). A more bothersome matter is
the lack of punctuation at the end of first lines in Jiggery-Pokery. The exclamation points are the author's
personal bias.

0. The second line of the first quatrain consists of "a
double dactylic name" (Jiggery-Pokery, pg. 27). The
historicity or pseudo-historicity of the form comes
from this name, a tendency which the double dactyl
shares with the clerihew -- although the latter tends
more to pseudo- historicity than does the double dactyl.
E. "Somewhere in the poem, though preferable in the
second stanza, and ideally in the ante-penultimate
line, there must be at least one double dactylic line
wich is one word long" (Jiggery-Pokery, pg. 27).
Foreign languages may be used. This word makes the
double dactyl a self-exhausting genre, for each word
must be used only one time. Richard West, at Mythcon XVIII, observed that this latter aspect of the rule
is "in abeyance"; but this is only true of the popular
versions of the double dactyl -- the true canon still observes this limitation. Indeed, unlike the limerick,
which tends to be indexed by the geographic name
which usually appears at the end of the first line, the
logical way to index double dactyls is by this word, not
by the proper name of the second line (which at first
would seem more suitable). Thus, an index of the
canon would be a record of words which cannot be
used again.
F. In Jiggery-Pokery, a number of footnotes appear
from the editors, discussing the generic aspects of the
various verses. In the examples, the notes have not
used astericks to set up the comments; but the purpose is the same.
full history of the double dactyl has not been
After Jiggery· Pokery (and its forerun-

A written.

ning information in Esquire), a number of double dactyls appeared in Unicorn magazine (edited by Karen
Rockow) and in Orcrist (still occasionally appearing,
edited by Richard West). Two appear in chapter eight
of The Face In The Frost by John Bell airs ( 1969). No
doubt there are a sprinkling of others-- perhaps even
a few showers. Eventually a full catalogue needs to be
made, although it will take more than one scholar to
search the possible sources.

J.R.C.'s footnotes the double dactyls:
I. As a defense of the second line, notice lines of
Anthony Hecht's "Theory of Architecture" (JiggeryPokery, pg. 92), although Hecht manages the appropriate form of a name in his second line.
II. J.R.C. did cm write an essay on Poe's dental
hang-up; that was Harry Levin in his Power of Blackness (1958). Christopher's essay was "Poe and the
Tradition of the Detective Story" in The Mystery
Writer's Art, edited by Francis M. Nevins, Jr. (1970).
But J.R.C.'s name fit the verse pattern and Levin's
didn't. Another problem is the single worded line;
"odi-denticulate"
(roughly "hate-toothed") was the
cause of Richard West rejecting this double dactyl
from Orcrist about 1974--he objected to itasa nonce
word. A more significant question is, is it a good
nonce word? Tastes will differ, but purists may well
reject this verse from the canon.
Ill. Some purists may insist the word jangling cannot be trisyllabic, but Aristotle in his Poetics says like
lengthening is common in poetry.
IV. No name in the second line (will the opening
refrain substitute?) and a certain uncertainty of final
accentuation (J.R.C. is too fond of nonce forms). Certainly a marginal example.
V. The second line is defective.
VI. As with #I above and this verse, J.R.C. proves
himself too fond of hyper- to achieve a single-word
line.No doubt the Regents of double dactyls will rule
out this evasion of the rules at their next meeting (cf.
Jiggery-Pokery, pp. 30-31). A discussion of "Lucy of
Pevensie" (1. 2) is complicated for a brief note; but,
since this example is obviously an alternate version of
The lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, Chs. 1-2, perhaps this phrasing will substitute for" Daughter of Eve
from the far land of Spare Oom." Pevensie is revealed
as Lucy's family name in the first chapter of The
Voyage of the "Dawn Treader'", and it here fits the
slightly formal style of Tum nus.
VII. The reference isto Letters of C.S. Lewis, ed. W.
H. lewis 91966), p. 163, where lewis actually wanted
a word for the science of the nature of myths. J.R.C. is
his usual weak self in the padding of the name-line
(and its follower, here).
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